LEVIATHAN

Details on piece
Number of performers: 6
Number of people on road: 8
Music: Lunatic Soul
Piece length: 90 minutes (70 minute performance with a 20 minute interval)

Watch the piece here:
https://vimeo.com/236996302/c1d3792c87
Trailer:
https://vimeo.com/185697032
Performance footage from Schrittmacher Festival, Aachen, Germany:
https://vimeo.com/325863982
LEVIATHAN follows Ahab, a ship captain hell-bent on capturing the white whale: Moby
Dick, a beast as vast and dangerous as the sea itself, yet serene and beautiful beyond all
imagining. Ahab’s crew are drawn into the unhinged charisma of their captain, blindly
following him on his perilous adventure towards almost certain destruction.
Multi-award winning choreographer James Wilton re-imagines Herman Melville’s
seminal novel, Moby Dick. Featuring a cast of 6, Wilton’s trademark blend of athletic
dance, martial arts, capoeira and partner-work, LEVIATHAN will have you on the edge of
your seat. It will leave you gasping for air under the sheer ferocity of movement, all
accompanied by a powerful electro-rock soundtrack by Lunatic Soul.
LEVIATHAN is man versus nature; be careful what you fish for.
LEVIATHAN was choreographed in 2016 and has since been performed over 100 times,
including performances in Spain, Gibraltar, Serbia, Austria, Germany, Sweden and Peru
as well as extensive UK touring. The work will continue touring until at least 2023.

Technical requirements
• A black harlequin dance floor
• A black backdrop
• A pre rig. Whilst we will do a day of show get-in a pre rig will be essential
• A performance space of at least 10x8 metres with at least 4 metres in height
• 2 clean and tidy dressing rooms
• A warm performance space
• A suitably sized warm up space for performers
A full tech spec, lighting plot and rider are available on request. The work is relatively
light in terms of tech and can be adapted for most spaces.

Press
“Extraordinary”
The Stage
“handsomely crafted, ambitious and exciting”
The Times
“Leviathan is an ambitious piece of dance from a distinctive
choreographer who really knows how to let the body tell a story –
and it’s a whale of a tale”
Peter Jacobs, Reviewshub
“Leviathan is a powerful, meaningful and unique piece of
contemporary dance that should be recommended viewing for
dance and non-dance fans alike.”
Georgina Wells, British Theatre Guide
“I was engrossed, captured and caught up in the piece from the
start”,
Jo Turbitt, Across The Arts
“simply sublime”
Victoria Chen, The Outlier
"Full of thrilling precision and athletic finesse”
Mary Brennan, Herald Scotland
“Leviathan delighted their audience at the Schrittmacher-Festival.
Wilton’s goal is ambitious; he sets out to dance the great
philosophical and religious problems of humanity. “
Sabine Rother, Aachener Zeitung

Education
James Wilton Dance offer a vast array of teaching and workshop packages. The
company also have an excellent track record of supporting performances with
education work. Examples include the creation of curtain raisers, doing residencies,
workshops and talks.
James has done vast amounts of education work for many well established dance
education organisations, including Youth Dance England, London Youth Dance,
Connect Sadler’s Wells, The Place Learning and Access, MovingEast and East London
Dance.
James has also done a large amount of choreography for Universities, Colleges, School
and youth Companies including, London Contemporary Dance School, Northern School
of Contemporary Dance, Brighton University, Roehampton University, City and Islington
College, Leicester College, Brighton and Hove Youth Dance Company, Shoreditch Youth
Dance Company, Cornwall Youth Dance Company, Yorkshire Youth Dance, Swindon
CAT, Laban CAT, Berkshire Youth Dance Company and many others. As well as this
James has choreographed for hard to reach children, under 10 year olds, over 60 year
olds and people with disabilities.
Below are some examples of what the company are able to offer.
Workshops
Workshops with James Wilton Dance are energetic, engaging and inspiring. The physicality of
the movement, which shares a lot in common with martial arts and capoeira, is accessible and
enjoyable for participants, whilst still being fresh, new and challenging. Workshops can be
tailored for any age group/ability, including professionals dancers. James and his company
stand as exceptional role models for boys and are excellent at encouraging boys who have not
danced before to take an interest in dance.
All teachers have enhanced CRB/DBS checks.
Workshops begin with warm-up games that focus the participants and encourage team
building. Following this there will be a contemporary dance class, breaking down how to use the
floor in Wilton’s unique style. There is also a great deal of focus on safety through the detailed
breaking down of movement. The class is dynamic and fast-paced and is excellent exercise for
both mind and body.
Following the technique class participant’s will learn phrases from LEVIATHAN. This energetic
repertoire will inspire and challenge students with its physicality and intricacy. The day finishes
with creative based partner work that allows students to create their own choreography with
guidance from James Wilton Dance. This can form the starting point for the student’s own
pieces. These tasks encourage creativity, team work and communication. The workshop finishes

with a sharing of the participants’ work before a question and answer session led by the
company.
Workshops can be tailor made to suit specific requirements upon request. In particular teaching
partner work is a speciality of the company.
Residencies
Residencies can take place over two or more days and allow students to take the next step with
Wilton’s movement vocabulary. These intensives can be purely process led, or can result in the
creation of a new dance work that the participants can then perform at dance platforms e.g.
regional platforms, local theatres, arts centres and festivals.
Company class
On the day of performances company class can also become open to all professional dancers,
providing a suitable sized space is available. Company class can also be an option for those in
professional training. Prices for this are open to negotiation.
Dance in a day
Dance in a day is a unique opportunity for participants to perform alongside James Wilton
Dance as part of one of their evenings of work. As little as one day before the show James
Wilton Dance can come and, over the space of one day, create a 4-6 minute work on a group of
dancers. The group then perform as a curtain raiser for James Wilton Dance as part of their
evening of work (chaperones for those under 18 years of age will need to be provided by the
venue or group).
This serves as both an exciting opportunity for young dancers and a way of developing
audiences for James Wilton Dance, as those who come to watch the “Dance in a day” piece also
stay for the performance.

